Accomplishments
(Be specific - what was accomplished and who participated)
- Team received Director server hardware and some peripherals from Control4 on Tuesday.
- Partially troubleshot hardware setup and configuration. We determined that either the server is dysfunctional or we are missing some information on how to set it up (found inside the binder?)
- Acquired an auxiliary server with swappable drives and set up a wireless network.

Goals & Priorities
(List short- and long-term goals in decreasing order of importance.)

Short-term goals:
David – VVP 1-3, modify website to comply with checkpoint review.
Clint – VVP 4-6, review binder and apply to hardware setup.
Sean – Install mbedthis on linux drive, contact Control4 about Navigator and new hardware if necessary.
Mayank – VVP 7-9, bring music for Director, ensure VVP is put together by due date.

Long-term goals:
Stage 1 release

Needs
(List any help you need from upper management.)

Postpone SDS v2 until Tuesday.
We need three ethernet cables and one crossover cable.
If possible, a small TV would be helpful.
If we can't get a TV, we need Navigator from Control4.
Control4 graphics (such as those in Navigator and Composer).